Role modeling in clinical educators:
An important issue in medical education
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The importance of positive role modeling by clinical educators is recognized worldwide to help professional development of learners. Students evaluate role models in clinical educators according to teaching qualities (related to knowledge - 'Head'), personal qualities (related to attitude - 'Heart'), and patient care qualities (related to activities - 'Hands on').¹² So role modeling in clinical educators involves the integration of the “3Hs” as a unity all the time and everywhere by the clinical trainers.

The teaching qualities in a positive role model include a humanistic style of teaching with the establishment of a rapport with learners, and to be accessible to trainees for any questions or make him or her available for trainees, and accessible for questions.³ They spent more time on teaching and conducting rounds and were more likely to stress the importance of the doctor-patient relationship and psychosocial aspects of medicine. The personality profile of a positive role model shows they are cooperative, honest, patient, has self-esteem and self-confidence.³ The patient care qualities include the clinical competence, experienced clinicians with a commitment to excellence and growth, effective in diagnostic and therapeutic skills with sound clinical reasoning and a good communication skill with the patients as well as others.³⁴ Good humanistic behavior is an important issue for a good role model which includes their caring attitude, empathy and respect for the patients.⁵

Role models help new medical graduates to develop a high standard of professionalism as well as influence their career choices and satisfaction with their training.⁶ This learning takes place unconsciously and can transmit both positive and negative effects on the students. Students learn by directly observing the behaviors of their teachers and imitating the behaviors in their own life. Thus role models function not only at the bedside or clinic, but virtually in any situation where a student can observe a clinical teacher.³ Good role models impart a great job in the informal curriculum of medical professionalism by which professional values, attitudes, and behaviors have been handed down from generation to generation.⁸

A major challenge for clinical educators is to become a role model while delivering high standards of professionalism during their clinical teaching.⁶ It has been found that more than 50% of the faculty were not perceived as positive role models by the residents; rather they were seen as negative role models.⁹ Students often receive conflicting messages between what they learn in the classroom and what they observe in client settings.⁹ Persistence of hierarchy and exclusivity by senior doctors has been described by the students as negative role modeling that adversely affects the professional behavior and career choices of trainees.¹⁰

Students are the direct observer of the positive and negative behavior of the educators. Clinical teachers can enhance their performance as role models by being more consciously aware of their role as a role model. They have to consciously realize that all of their interactions, personal opinions, and attitudes are followed and observed by the students in any situation.¹¹ Thus, clinical educators with good clinical skills and holistic doctor-patient relationships in general practice can encourage the students in the learning of these skills. So conscious and self-awareness among the educators in all the aspects of teaching, personal qualities and patient care are the back bone for good role modeling. It is of utmost importance for the educators to be a good role model and to display exemplary behavior in both within and outside the classroom, as the learning of future medical graduates depends mostly on them.

Regular faculty development training targeted for clinical educators can help to develop role modeling awareness and competencies.¹² To raise awareness about teaching responsibilities among clinical faculty members, some of the strategies suggested by Miled can include: implementation of development programs on active teaching, delivering feedback, professional behavior, and ethics both in undergraduate and graduate curricula, training of clinical teachers in self-reflective practice, provision of institutional support in terms of both administrative and financial, allocation of sufficient teaching time and focus on small-group teaching, formal institutional recognition of dedicated clinical teachers, standardization of teaching contents and communication of clinical learning objectives and thorough assessment of organizational ‘framework’ and of explicit as well as implicit teaching and learning.

Medical schools should pay attention by doing self-evaluation and regular faculty development training to enhance the motivation and efficiency of the clinical educators and thereby help them to understand the complex phenomenon of role modeling.¹⁰
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